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Cardholder's
Tutorial

The Set of Rules , each time you sell your
Authorized User slots (AUs) 

The Step-By-Step Guide  how to add and
remove AUs

This document consists of the 2 parts: 

1.

1.

Please read this tutorial carefully, especially if you are new
to the tradeline/credit piggybacking/credit score boosting 
 industry.
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Rule 1: Don't max out your
cards

Please remember: adding an AU to a card with a high utilization rate will

damage the AU's credit score instead of boosting it. This is a major issue

resulting in terminating our working relationship with you. But it doesn't mean

you can't use your cards at all.

If you occasionally need to use a card in case of emergency, the card needs to

be placed on hold. While on hold, the card is not visible or available for booking

on our site until it becomes active again. To place a card on hold, log in to your

account, locate your card, click the "On hold" button, and select a date when you

want this card to automatically return to the inventory.

If you are not sure about the date when you want your card to be active again,

just leave the date field empty (the hold will last until you activate the card again

manually). Or you can also contact our support team and ask them to put the

card on hold for you. 

Please don't exceed 15% of your credit limit utilization on 

all your cards with us - please pay it off by next statement date!

RULES
You must always follow these 9 Rules to avoid tradeline failure to

post to the user's account and therefore not getting paid your

commission.
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Rule 2:  Once you get a
new order, please add an
AU within 48 hours 

If you ignore the order for 2 days, and we can't reach you, then the

order will be canceled and we will have to consider terminating our

working relationship with you 

Once your card gets booked, you will receive an email and a text

message containing the information about the new order. 

Ideally, you want to add an AU the same day you received the

notification. 

Rule 3: No errors when
adding an AU

While adding an AU, If you are not sure about the person's name, SSN,

DOB or address please do not proceed further until you contact our

support team and confirm the information with us. 

If any errors are made, the tradeline will not get reported to the client’s

report or will not report correctly and we won't be able to pay your

commission. 

It's critical to type the name, SSN, DOB and address correctly, otherwise

the tradeline will not post to the client’s report.

Don't miss those notifications and respond quickly.
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Rule 4: Enter the AU's
Address at all times

If you leave the address line empty, or you enter your address instead

of the AU's address, then the tradeline will not post, and we won't be

able to pay your commission. You should not be concerned about the

Authorized User ever receiving your card if you have entered their

address during the adding process, because the copy of the card will

never be delivered to that address, and the user will never have any

ability to affect your credit score, card balance, etc. 

Rule 5: Enter the AU's SSN
at all times

Please do NOT leave the SSN field empty and do NOT forget to tell

the client's SSN to the operator if you are adding an AU over the

phone. 

The SSN must always be included in the user's details, even if this

field is marked "optional".

You cannot leave the address empty if the bank doesn't ask for SSN

when adding  an AU - applies to Chase, Barclays, Citi, etc
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Rule 6: No multiple adds /
removals at a time

Too many additions/removals in one phone call may look suspicious

for a bank representative who can flag the account for review for

further risk/fraud analysis. 

If this happens, you will not get in any trouble, but if they suspect that

you are adding AUs just to help boost credit scores, then your bank

may close the card. 

Rule 7: Make regular small
purchases with all cards

Ideally, you need to carry a small balance of $5-$10 each month. If you

spend a smaller amount, the credit card company may simply “forgive”

it and your statement balance will get reported as 0, which may result

in non posting of the tradeline to a client’s report. 

This helps to ensure the tradeline posts on the AU's report, and neither

our reputation nor your pay suffers.  

Please always spend around $5-$10 each month on each card in the

program. 

Never add or remove two or more AUs at a time, especially if you are

going to do it over the phone.
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Rule 8: Keep all AUs for 2
billing cycles

You will get an automated text message from us when it’s time to

remove a client from your account, so you don’t have to keep track

of this. You don’t have to report to us when the client is removed.

As soon as you get this notification, we assume you removed the

AU and we will open up the slot for sale. Please don’t rush to

remove AUs before we ask you to do so, thinking you can make

more money by selling your slots quicker, although we do

understand your desire to make as much money as fast as

possible. 

There is a reason why we ask you to keep AUs for longer than 30

days. 60 days or more is a safe, organic pace, which ensures your

account will never be flagged. For the same reason we need you

to only work with one Tradeline company at a time, such as us.

Even if it’s not us, selling the same Tradeline with multiple

companies is a sure way to over-extend this opportunity and get

your account flagged and potentially closed down. We want your

business to be hassle-free and for a long haul! 

You must ensure the AUs stay on your accounts for 60 days from the first

statement date.
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Rule 9: Don't oversell your
slots

So, you started working with us and you like our program. It seems

like a breeze adding/removing AUs and getting paid for doing so.

And eventually you start wondering, why not sell more slots with

us and/or work with multiple companies? As we mentioned earlier,

we do understand your desire to make as much money as fast as

possible, especially in this economic environment. The times are

tough, we get it. However, overselling your slots is a sure way to

get your account flagged, restricted or even permanently closed.

If you do not care about losing your card or even multiple cards

with a certain lender, then, sure, we can open up more slots at

your request. But please remember, you will not get paid for an

order if your card gets closed, because we guarantee our

customers that AUs will stay on their report for 60 days. In addition,

you are risking losing your account prematurely, sacrificing long

term multi-year earning potential for some short term gain. Most

cardholders that follow our guidelines, enjoy the program for 5

years or even more. So please trust our expertise in this industry

and don't add more slots than advised, unless you absolutely do

not care about your card getting closed.  

Please follow our AU slots guidelines or else your cards will get flagged
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STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
Follow each time you add an AU 

Now let's go through the whole process step by step.



 How do I know I
have a new order?

1.

Once a new order confirmed you will receive a text message and the

following email: 

Name of the Authorized User 

Details of your card: Lender 

Image of AU's Drivers license  or

ID Client’s details, which will

open up once you click the link, 

The email message will contain the

following info:

   bank), Credit Limit, Statement 

   and age the card. 

        enclosed in the email. 

These details are necessary for

adding an AU correctly to your

account and increase chances of

posting on client’s report on time:

Name, SSN, DOB and address

Please make sure that your

card has a utilization rate below

15% and  please try and add

Authorized User  within 48

hours (24 hours is preferred).
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2.  How do I add an
Authorized User to my
card? 

First name and Last name just like it appears on their driver

license or in order. 

Date of birth 

SSN 

Address 

Each bank has its own way of doing so, but whether an AU is added

online or over the phone (for Navy Federal - only in the app, never

by the phone), the important step is to make sure the authorized

user’s name, DOB, SSN and Address are filled in. Please note that

entering 3 out of 4 pieces of clients`s info is absolutely necessary for

proper posting! Just adding an AU’s name and DOB will not work!

The address info is not needed for card delivery (the physical card

for AU will always come to a primary account holder residence

(you), not to the person you are adding to your card as an AU). 

Either way, the user's information absolutely MUST INCLUDE: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Please confirm it with your bank if you have any concerns. 

RULES APPLIED: Rule #3, Rule #4, Rule #5



First name and Last name just like it
appears on their driver's license or in the
order details displayed in email and text
notifications received.

Please be careful to ensure that you enter the name correctly! Different

states have different first name/last name orders on Driver’s License, so

please ensure to add them correctly! 

If an Authorized User has a complicated name like in example below,,

please be assured, that LEONEL is the FIRST name here and PEREZ (just

only one first word in the line) is the LAST name. Always select the

name in the first position in the line as an actual name and ignore any

middle names and anything after that first word in the line. In this case DE

LA TORRE must be omitted. 

If it’s unclear what’s a first and what’s a last name, you can always refer to

the client’s details link for confirmation. We always ask our clients to enter

their names during the order creation process so you can have this

information for your reference. 
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Also, please confirm with the particular state Driver’s license

requirements for names as our clients come from all over the

country. You can always compare the name with the details of the

order itself as well. 
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Should any 

concerns arise,

please do not 

hesitate to reach out

to us immediately! 

(888) 807-3363

tel:+18888073363


Portal page
My bookings
After you’ve submitted all the user's information, you need to take a

screenshot showing the user has been successfully added and

upload it to the My bookings portal page. 

 Upload screenshots of added AUs.

 Upload new cards.

 Place card on hold. In case you need to use your card to cover any

emergency expenses, you have the ability to place your card on

hold for the time that is needed. While on hold, a card will be not be

listed in our inventory.

 Permanently delete your card from our inventory. 

The Dashboard Section Is Where To:

1.

2.

3.

4.
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⚠  If you provide your screenshots any other way, we can't

guarantee the booking and therefore, the booking may get

canceled. In this case, we won't be able to pay your commission

for this order. 

Please use your account at all times when on our site.

https://gfsgroup.org/cardholder/bookings


Official Tutorials
on adding AUs

Below are the official and external Authorized User adding/removing

tutorials of a number of banks, please refer to it while adding an AU to

your card of the according bank 

Bank of America........Article on Wallethub

Barclays........................FAQ and Instructions (search for “AU”)

Capital One.................Info and Instructions

Chase............................Add an Authorized User  (must login)

Citi..................................Add an Authorized User  (must login)

Discover.......................Article on Wallethub

USAA.............................Instruction

U.S. Bank......................Instruction

Navy Federal.............. 

Fidelity..........................

PNC................................Article on Wallethub

Elan Financial.............Instruction
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Add only online (in the app), never by the
phone - login to the app, select your card,
tap “Manage Card” and select “Add
Authorized User”
Instruction ("Add an Authorized user..." section)

https://wallethub.com/answers/cc/bank-of-america-authorized-user-2140668647/#:~:text=Sign%20in%20to%20your%20Bank,%E2%80%9CManage%20your%20Account%E2%80%9D%20heading.
https://www.barclaycardus.com/servicing/headerLinks?handleFaq=
https://www.barclays.co.uk/ways-to-bank/authorised-users/manage-account/#addcard2
https://www.barclaycardus.com/servicing/headerLinks?handleFaq=
https://www.capitalone.com/credit-cards/benefits/authorized-user/
https://www.chase.com/personal/credit-cards/add-authorized-user
https://www.chase.com/personal/credit-cards/add-authorized-user
https://www.chase.com/personal/credit-cards/add-authorized-user
http://citi.us/3ibc5yA
http://citi.us/3ibc5yA
http://citi.us/3ibc5yA
https://wallethub.com/answers/cc/discover-authorized-user-2140670346/#:~:text=You%20can%20add%20a%20Discover,date%20of%20birth%20and%20address.
https://www.usaa.com/inet/wc/faq-bank-credit-card-authorized-user#:~:text=On%20usaa.com%2C%20scroll%20to,expiration%20date%20and%20security%20code.
https://answers.usbank.com/answers/s/article/How-do-I-add-an-authorized-signer-to-my-credit-card#:~:text=From%20the%20account%20dashboard%2C%20select,and%20select%20Continue%20to%20review.
https://wallethub.com/answers/cc/credit-card-authorized-user-pnc-bank-2140796470/
https://card.myaccountaccess.com/credit/add-con-accounts.do
https://www.fidelity.com/cash-management/manage-your-credit-card
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3. How do I remove
the Authorized user
from my card?

To remove AUs, you will need to call / email / live chat and ask

them to be taken off the account or do so online, if the bank’s

interface allows doing so. 

Too many additions/removals in one phone call may look

suspicious and a customer service rep might ‘flag’ the account for

review by a risk/fraud analyst. If this happens, you will not be in

any sort of trouble, but if they suspect that you are adding AUs

just to help boost credit scores, then they may close your

account. 

Never add or remove two (2) or more AUs at once when

adding/removing over the phone.



Contact us
If any concerns occur, please do not hesitate to reach out to us

immediately!

(888) 807-3363
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support@gfsgroup.org

tel:+18888073363

